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Arwa Spire

(Plates 2-3)

A female friend of mine back home had suggested that male mountain
eers always exaggerate their expedition writings, obsessed with tales

of macho survival, with the inevitable conclusion ' ... and then we almost
died.' Of course, I knew she was right, but nevertheless at that moment I
couldn't help feeling like I was being buried alive. I knew, suspended in my
portaledge 800 feet up an unclimbed peak in the Himalaya, that I was not
in excessive mortal danger. My dreams, on the other hand, were crushed.

Kenton Cool, fellow corpse in this nylon coffin, and I had painted our
desires across an enlarged copy of a photograph taken by Indian mountain
explorer Harish Kapadia. A few years back, wandering off the beaten track
in the Arwa area on the northern edge of the Gangotri in the Indian
Garhwal, Kapadia stumbled on two beautiful slender spires. Dubbing them
Arwa Tower and Spire, Kapadia tantalised the mountaineering community
with his published photographs. Typically, Mick Fowler was quickest off
the mark, leading a trip to the area in 1999. Mick, together with Steve
Sustad, forced a fme first ascent of the Tower while the other expedition
members, Crag Jones and Kenton Cool, made several attempts on the Spire,
only to be thwarted by appalling snow conditions.

Kenton wasn't put off though and a year later, eager for a return match,
he put together a motley crew for a serious attempt on the unclimbed Spire.
The plan was for our team of six to operate as three independent pairs. AI
'the Vegan' Powell and the ever youthful Dave 'Dad' Wills were heading to
the North Face, applying their lightweight alpine-style approach towards a
vertical couloir line dubbed, only partly in jest, 'the hardest mixed line in
the world'. Their attempt would be one of absolute commitment typical of
many of the pair's previous forays into the big hills. The albino twins Pete
'Piggy' and Andy 'Agresso-man' Benson hoped to make a dash up the
compelling NE Ridge of the Spire. Both strong skiers, they packed their
planks and hinted at capping the planned first ascent with a rapid first ski
descent.

Kenton 'KC' and I had spent our time back home scouring our photocopy,
tracing and retracing a seemingly invisible line. Imaginary seams connecting
blurs we hoped were corners and dust specks that might be flakes. We filled
the gaps with our self-belief, eventually persuading ourselves we could
manage the hardest most direct route on the mountain: the central pillar of
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the North Face. Kenton had the reality from his previous year's attempt to
base his belief on and I had two successful expeditions already that year to
inflate my ability.

Now, listening to the rhythm of the snow avalanching over our suspended
cocoon, the joyful naivety of those distant planning evenings are replaced
by the brutal truth that we are about to 'fail'. Even crueller is the knowledge
that the line will probably go.

Our taste of the technical delicacies yesterday included thin ice, tension
moves, aiding on axes, top step teetering and crampon-scraping Scottish
mixed. But we were only just beginning to nibble at the base of the real
meat of the tower. Twelve days in and at least another nine to the summit.
We just don't have the time - or do we? The spindrift spills in under the
flysheet, drifting over my down bag. I pay it little heed - there's not much
melting going on at -20°C. A decision has to be made. Continue to the last
days of our trip and see if we can beat the race of time to the summit or
retreat now and save ourselves for an attempt on the much easier but quicker
left-hand couloir? To add impetus to our decision I've been unable to keep
what little food I have eaten in for longer than a few minutes. With no
warning my guts take their revenge at least four times a day.

Kenton laughs. It's usually him that is ill on these trips, but I worry what
effect this inability to take on energy will have after another nine days up
this tower. I tell myself that it's better to make decisions while you can
rather than try to rationalise when the body and mind are truly breaking.
The pain and struggle of the last two weeks to reach this point make the
right decision a hard one to make. We had spent nine days just reaching
the base of the tower. Nine days hauling 200lbs of gear through thigh-deep
snow on a mere 40° slope or alternatively stumbling head-over-heels as our
haulbags took us crashing amongst the moraine boulders. Often we would
end up side by side on all fours, our lungs grabbing for the thin air, alternately
cursing and laughing in despair at the stupidity of the challenge we'd set
ourselves. But when we finally crawled over the col beneath the Arwa Tower
the dream became true, the game worth the pain. Flanked by precipitous
runnels of ice, rose a sheer slender spur, maybe 3000ft high, with only the
merest ripple of features across its pure sweep of granite - the central pillar
of the Arwa Spire.

But the decision is made; the dream is shattered. We're not talking; there's
little for us to say. Heads bowed we stagger down the glacier, our backs to
the wall. It was depressingly easy to descend in minutes the first pitches
that had taken us days to climb and haul. My mind is blank, my soul empty
as I wander in zigzags, the horizon blurred. As long as it's downhill away
from these mountains I don't care. Slowly however my perceptions begin
to clear. Whether it's the rhythm of our retreat march or the very emptiness
of my heart at this moment, but I'm struck by the beauty of everything that
surrounds me. The glacier is a bowl filled with light dancing amongst ice
crystals in the air. It runs in rivulets of melt channels across the frozen ice
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pooling at the base of giant-mushroomed erratic boulders perched atop
plinths of ice up to 20 feet above us. As the melt increases we splash amongst
jagged penitents, the glacier surface fractured into sharp waves frozen at
their crest.

Each way I look another wonder reaches my eyes, lifting my spirits. I've
stumbled into nature's secret gallery of treasures. Even the terminal hours
of moraine display their own delights, an iron ore infusion scoring fIre
through rock banding gold, sienna and crimson, gilding the monotonous
greys. I'm too tired to laugh, to dance, but I feel like a child discovering
reflections in water for the fIrst time. Each turn brings new discoveries.
The river slowly becoming trapped by winter ice mirrors our own struggles
with the race of time. Dreamy sculptures of ice fringe the shore. We crash
through six-foot plates of sugar paper while delicate crystalline structures
belie their fragile appearance and take our weight.

Head torches left amongst the equipment pile at the Spire's base, we press
on into the night balancing the sound of rushing water to our left with the
rough touch of granite boulders. Sometimes we misread our Braille and
fall splashing to our knees but we can sense we are getting closer to camp.
The giant silver disk of the Moon suddenly bursts through, bathing the
valley in icy light. Something glints below and we can hear our friends
once again. We've made it, we are back home.

Three days later we couldn't fmd any more excuses. The albino twins, Andy
and Pete, had crashed into the dinner tent the previous night, big smiles
cracking their sunburnt faces, victorious on the NE Ridge and so making
the fIrst ascent of the Spire. Excitedly, they retold tales of wild climbing
and aiding to the summit in a snowstorm. The lift for the rest of us was
palpable. Inspired by their efforts Kenton and I joined with AI and Dave
who had also been forced to retreat from their route, the right-hand couloir
of the North Face. We had retreated from low down on our line, but Dave
and Ai's attempt was even more heart-breaking. Climbing in the boldest of
lightweight alpine styles, they forced difficult mixed climbing and tenuous
thin ice three quarters of the way up the mountain before reaching an
impasse at an impending shield of l20-degree overhanging rock. Hopes of
good granite faded into a giant pale scar riddled with unclimbable rotten
rock. Unable to fInd the merest hint of a ledge, the pair were forced to
carve one-cheek scoops from the ice for a couple of precarious bivis. These
cold, icy perches had taken their toll particularly with Dave who had
contracted a nasty haemorrhoid, which was sympathetically christened
lEmma' by his team-mates.

So it was a rather impaired four that made the return trek to the base of
the Spire. At least this time we were armed with a signifIcantly better
knowledge of the approach, managing in a long day the struggle with haul
bags that had previously taken over a week. Any advantage we felt we had
gained was being steadily eroded by the onset of winter. The snow fell
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heavily as we retraced our steps across the glacier and the temperatures
had dropped even further. Our second-choice line of the left-hand couloir
was becoming steadily more lethal, ready to spring on any unwary climbers
wandering into its avalanche-laden trap. So our eyes turned to the ridge,
squinting to catch signs of the Benson brothers' first ascent.

Awaking after a frigid, restless night, we moved slowly and clumsily, our
clothes cracking in temperatures of -25°C. Another perfect clear alpine
blue sky offered hope but 'Emma', Dave's unwelcome growth, had got
even worse and he reluctantly had to abandon the climb. Sadly, we left
Dave alone on the glacier and began to plough a furrow towards the ridge.
Al, one of Britain's best fell-runners, took the helm, steering us through
thigh-deep powder concealing gaping crevasses we could only sense. The
fIrst pitches of any big climb always seem the crux to me. Retreat is still
possible and the rhythm of ascent has yet to be established. On the dark
shadowed ice up to the ridge, doubts surrounded me like clouds. My right
foot had lost all feeling and I wasn't relishing the return to hard graft after
our days of relaxation back in base camp. Al and Kenton seemed full of
energy, surging up towards the sunlight breaking over the crest of the ridge.
Their enthusiasm pulled me along and as the sun's rays hit my face I felt a
release of pressure. Above us snaked the perfect alpine ridge: a sinuous
knife-edge dotted with precipitous gendarmes. All our obsessions with the
North Face and self-professed hardest routes in the Hirnalaya evaporated
as the heat of the morning sun fIlled us with energy.

We decided to move together as a trio on one rope. Everything seemed to
click and we were no longer hauling, wading or plodding but fInally mov
ing, really moving in the mountains. And fascinating movement it was:
teetering on front-points above a 2000ft drop, swinging wildly round hang
ing aretes, our mitts full of granite, axes biting pure ice or torqued in tiny
cracks. I was beginning to remember what mountaineering should be all
about. Our days spent struggling on the cold North Face had acclimatised
us and, unleashed from the heavy tether of the haulbags, we made great
progress along the ridge.

The highlight for me came at the penultimate pitch, perched 300ft above
the untrodden southern Arwa Glacier. Here, in a heavy whiteout snowstorm,
the Benson brothers were forced to aid a narrow crack as they raced the
deteriorating conditions for the summit. As I was the supposed aid-climbing
expert of our little team I assembled a mixture of slings into foot loops and
set off, unsure of how hard it might be. At fIrst, for speed, I free climbed the
initial groove, tentatively reaching round for the aid crack. My fIngers sank
into a perfect jam and I leaned out to see a slice of pure Millstone Edge laid
out before me. My lungs seemed to forget the altitude, higher than I'd ever
been before, as jam followed jam. My plastic boots skittered across the
hard granite but protection was perfect. In the snowstorm the brothers must
have missed this classic HVS and opted for a thinner seam further right.
Kenton and Al were soon whooping their way up this and a fInal crack
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towards the summit. The brothers had mentioned that the final summit
block had proved interesting. A smooth crackless standing stone, perhaps
IS-20ft high, protected Arwa's highest point. I tried every trick in the book
but despite half an hour of effort we shared the same highpoint as the
Bensons. Back in the Peak this last monolith would offer a fine ES 6b but at
well over 6000m and in plastic boots we accepted our limitations and
celebrated at its base.

We soaked up a cloudless view across the Gangotri, the Nanda Devi
Sanctuary and a thousand unclimbed peaks towards a huge mountain that
must have been Dhaulagiri hundreds of miles away on the horizon. I'd
forgotten the pain and struggles of the previous days. The quest for difficulty
had been replaced by a lesson in simplicity. Working together with friends
I had learnt again the joy of the mountains.

Summary: A personal account of the first ascent of the Arwa Spire (6193m),
Indian Garhwal. First ascent of the NE Ridge by Andy and Pete Benson,
followed three days later by Kenton Cool, Ian Parnell and Al Powell. Dave
Wills reached a S900m high point with Al Powell on the unclimbed North
Face.
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2. Arwa Spire (6193m), Garhwal. (AI Powell)



3. Kenton Cool in yellow and Al Powell in red during the second ascent of Arwa Spire,
via the East Ridge. (Ian Pamel!)
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